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Client success story 

How we helped

Business challenge 

Global Watch Brand Gains Competitive Edge Through Consumer Behaviour Insights

The client, a global design, marketing, distribution and innovation company specializing in
lifestyle accessories, including watches, wanted to assess e-consumer preferences and also
track the health of its brands.

Generate actionable insights on brand health and online customer preferences

Winklix analytics solution built with iFusion TM accelerators creates faster and clearer insights

Winklix leveraged its proprietary advanced analytics accelerator iFusionTM to implement data 

scraping, data translation and transformation and insights generation for different attributes of 

product such as brand name, product description, product price, product ratings and product image.
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Efficient information handling – Only delta information for images is captured 

between successive information fetches

Improved processing time by cutting down on high-volume data

High granularity – From summarized information, users can drill into specific 

records based on parameter of interest

Personalized distribution – Downloading data into CSVs, setting alerts and 

thresholds, defining schedules and subscriptions

Accelerated development – Use of pre-established connectors, generalized framework and 

out-of-box advanced analytics algorithms allows for reduced time to market for critical 

insights generation

 full-cycle software product 

What the client gained

Analytical ability to make data-based decisions and competitively 
target customers

Effective brand health monitoring 

Competitive edge through clear  insights into online customer 

preferences and buying behaviour

About Winklix
Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised solution
worldwide. As a application development and maintenance company with over 350+ software
engineers having industry specific knowledge which derives them in delivering
A-graded solutions to enterprises.

Looking for comprehensive and automated analytics system?
Send your queries to info@winklix.com
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